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Quantum spin dephasing is caused by inhomogeneous coupling to the environment, with resulting limits
to the measurement time and precision of spin-based sensors. The effects of spin dephasing can be
especially pernicious for dense ensembles of electronic spins in the solid state, such as nitrogen-vacancy
(NV) color centers in diamond. We report the use of two complementary techniques, spin-bath driving, and
double quantum coherence magnetometry, to enhance the inhomogeneous spin dephasing time (T�

2) for
NV ensembles by more than an order of magnitude. In combination, these quantum control techniques
(i) eliminate the effects of the dominant NV spin ensemble dephasing mechanisms, including crystal strain
gradients and dipolar interactions with paramagnetic bath spins, and (ii) increase the effective NV
gyromagnetic ratio by a factor of two. Applied independently, spin-bath driving and double quantum
coherence magnetometry elucidate the sources of spin ensemble dephasing over a wide range of NV and
bath spin concentrations. These results demonstrate the longest reported T�

2 in a solid-state electronic spin
ensemble at room temperature and outline a path towards NV-diamond dc magnetometers with broadband
femtotesla sensitivity.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Solid-state electronic spins, including defects in silicon
carbide [1–5], phosphorus spins in silicon [6,7], and
silicon-vacancy [3,8,9] and nitrogen-vacancy (NV) centers
[10] in diamond, have garnered increasing relevance for
quantum science and sensing experiments. In particular,
NV centers in diamond have been extensively studied and
deployed in diverse applications facilitated by long NV
spin coherence times [11,12] at ambient temperature, as
well as optical preparation and readout of NV spin states
[10]. Many applications utilize dense NV spin ensembles
for high-sensitivity dc magnetic-field sensing [13,14] and
wide-field dc magnetic imaging [15–19], including mea-
surements of single-neuron action potentials [13], paleo-
magnetism [19,20], and current flow in graphene [18].

For NV ensembles, the dc magnetic-field sensitivity is
typically limited by dephasing of the NV sensor spins. In
such instances, spin interactions with an inhomogeneous
environment [see Fig. 1(a)] limit the experimental sensing
time to the spin dephasing time T�

2 ≲ 1 μs [21–24]. Hahn
echo and dynamical decoupling protocols can restore theNV
ensemble phase coherence by isolating the NV sensor spins
from environmental noise and, in principle, permit sensing
times approaching the spin lattice relaxation (T1 ∼ms)
[25–27]. However, these protocols restrict sensing to ac
signals within a narrow bandwidth. For this reason, the
development of high-sensitivity, broadband magnetometers
requires new approaches to extend T�

2 for NV ensembles
while retaining the ability to measure dc signals.
To date, spin dephasing mechanisms for NV ensembles

have not been systematically studied, as spatially inhomo-
geneous effects do not lead to single NV spin dephasing,
which has traditionally been the focus of the NV-diamond
literature [11,29–31]. Here, we characterize and control
the dominant NV spin ensemble dephasing mechanisms
by combining two quantum control techniques, double
quantum (DQ) coherence magnetometry [30,31] and spin-
bath driving [32,33]. We apply these techniques to three
isotopically engineered 12C samples with widely varying
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nitrogen and NV concentrations. In combination, we show
that these quantum control techniques can extend the NV
spin ensemble T�

2 by more than an order of magnitude.
Several inhomogeneous spectral broadening mecha-

nisms can contribute to NV spin ensemble dephasing in
bulk diamond. First, the formation of negatively charged
NV− centers (with electronic spin S ¼ 1) requires the
incorporation of nitrogen into the diamond lattice. As a
result, paramagnetic substitutional nitrogen impurities (P1
centers, S ¼ 1=2) [34–36] typically persist at densities
similar to or exceeding the NV concentration, leading to a
“spin bath” that couples to the NV spins via incoherent
dipolar interactions, with a magnitude that can vary
significantly across the NV ensemble. Second, 13C nuclei

(I ¼ 1=2) can be a considerable source of NV spin
dephasing in diamonds with natural isotopic abundance
(1.07%), with the magnitude of this effect varying spatially
due to the random location of 13C within the diamond
lattice [37,38]. Such NV spin ensemble dephasing, how-
ever, can be greatly reduced through isotope engineering of
the host diamond material [11]. Third, strain is well known
to affect the diamond crystal and the zero-magnetic-field
splitting between NV spin states [39,40]. The exact con-
tribution of strain gradients to NV spin ensemble dephasing
has not been quantified rigorously because strain varies
throughout and between samples, and it is, in part,
dependent upon the substrate used for diamond growth
[41,42]. Furthermore, the interrogation of spatially large
NVensembles requires the design of uniform magnetic bias
fields to minimize magnetic-field gradients across the
detection volume.
We assume that the relevant NV spin ensemble dephas-

ing mechanisms are independent and can be summarized
by Eq. (1),

1

T�
2

≈
1

T�
2fNV-13Cg

þ 1

T�
2fNV-Ng

þ 1

T�
2fother spinsg

þ 1

T�
2fstrain grad:g þ

1

T�
2fB-field grad:g

þ 1

T�
2ftemp: fluctuationsg þ � � � ; ð1Þ

where T�
2f·g describes the T�

2 limit imposed by a particular
dephasing mechanism, and the “≈” symbol indicates that
individual dephasing rates add approximately linearly.
DQ magnetometry employs the f−1;þ1g sub-basis of

the NV spin-1 system for quantum sensing. In this basis,
noise sources that shift the j � 1i states in common mode
[e.g., strain inhomogeneities and spectrum drifts due to
temperature fluctuations of the host diamond; the fourth
and sixth term in Eq. (1), respectively] are suppressed by
probing the energy difference between the j þ 1i and j − 1i
spin states. In addition, the NV DQ spin coherence
accumulates phase due to an external magnetic field at
twice the rate of traditional single quantum (SQ) coherence
magnetometry, for which the j0i and j þ 1i (or j − 1i) spin
states are probed. DQ magnetometry provides enhanced
susceptibility to target magnetic-field signals while also
making the spin coherence twice as sensitive to magnetic
noise, including interactions with the paramagnetic spin
bath. We, therefore, use resonant radio-frequency control to
decouple the bath spins from the NV sensors [the second
and third terms in Eq. (1)]. By employing both DQ
magnetometry and spin-bath driving with isotopically
enriched samples, we elucidate and effectively eliminate
the dominant sources of NV spin ensemble dephasing,
realizing up to a 16× extension of the ensemble T�

2 in
diamond. These techniques are also compatible with

(b) (c)

(d)

(a)

FIG. 1. NV ensemble spectroscopy of diamond spin bath.
(a) The inhomogeneously broadened electron spin resonance
(ESR) linewidth of NV ensembles is a complex function of the
local environment within the diamond sample, which includes a
diverse bath of electronic and nuclear spins. Inset: Schematics of
NV ensemble ESR spectra in the single quantum and double
quantum bases, and for double quantum with spin-bath drive.
(b) Spin-1 ground state of the NV center. (c) Imaging of the
longitudinal strain component Mz of one NV orientation class
across a 1-mm2 field of view for sample B. An optical microscope
image of the diamond surface (left) is included for reference with
a red box outlining the field of view shown in the NV strain
image. (d) NV double electron-electron resonance (DEER)
spectrum of sample B, showing six nitrogen groups (1–6)
attributed to 14N electronic spins with an external field B0 ¼
8.5 mT aligned along a [111]-crystallographic axis (see main
text). Linewidths are Fourier broadened. The peaks labeled i and
ii correspond to dipole-forbidden transitions of the 14N electronic
spins (ΔmI ≠ 0; see Supplemental Material Sec. XI [28]). The
simulated spectrum using the full nitrogen Hamiltonian is shown
in red, with linewidth and amplitudes chosen to reflect the
experimental data.
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Ramsey-based dc sensing, and we find up to an
8× improvement in dc magnetic-field sensitivity. Our
results should enable broadband dc sensing using NV spin
ensembles with spin interrogation times approaching those
used in ac sensing and may aid in the fabrication of
optimized samples for a wide range of solid-state sensor
species.

A. Double quantum magnetometry

The enhanced sensitivity to magnetic fields and insensi-
tivity to common-mode noise sources in this DQ basis
can be understood by considering the full ground-state
Hamiltonian for NV centers, given by (neglecting the
hyperfine interaction) [10]

H=h ¼ DS2
z þ

γNV
2π

B · SþMzS2
z

þMxðS2
y − S2

xÞ þMyðSxSy þ SySxÞ; ð2Þ
where D ≈ 2.87 GHz is the zero-field spin-state
splitting; S ¼ fSx;Sy;Szg are the dimensionless spin-1
operators; B ¼ fBx; By; Bzg are the local magnetic-field
components; γNV=2π ≈ 28 GHz=T is the NV gyromagnetic
ratio; and fMx;My;Mzg describe the strain and electric
field contributions to H [43]. Ignoring terms ∝ Sx, Sy due
to the large zero-field splitting D and a small applied bias
Bz ≳ 10 mT along z, the transition frequencies f�1 [see
Fig. 1(b)] are

f�1 ≈DþMz �
γNV
2π

Bz: ð3Þ

On-axis strain contributions (∝Mz), as well as temperature
fluctuations (∂D=∂T ¼ −74 kHz=K) [21,44], shift the f�1

transitions linearly. Thus, when performing DQ magne-
tometry where the difference Δf ¼ fþ1 − f−1 is probed,
their effects are to first order suppressed. In addition, a
perturbative analysis of the complete Hamiltonian in
Eq. (2) (see Supplemental Material Sec. VII [28]) shows
that the effects of off-axis strain contributions (∝ Mx, My)
on DQ magnetometry are reduced by a factorffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
M2

x þM2
y

q
=ðγNVBz=πÞ, proportional to the bias magnetic

field Bz. Similarly, the effects of off-axis magnetic fields
(∝ Bx, By) on DQ magnetometry are suppressed due to the
large zero-field splitting D, and they are also largely
common mode. Working in the DQ basis at moderate bias
fields can, therefore, lead to an enhancement in T�

2 for NV
ensembles if strain inhomogeneities; small off-axis mag-
netic-field gradients (Bx, By ≪ D); or temperature fluctua-
tions are significant mechanisms of inhomogeneous spin
dephasing. This result should be contrasted with single NV
measurements in which T�

2 and T2 in the DQ basis were
found to be approximately half the values in the SQ basis,
i.e., τcohDQ ≈ τcohSQ =2 [30,31]. Since spatial inhomogeneities
are not relevant for single centers, the reduced decay times

are attributed to an increased sensitivity to magnetic noise
in the DQ basis due to the paramagnetic spin bath.
For example, using vector magnetic microscopy (VMM)

[19], we mapped the on-axis strain component Mz in a
1-mm2 region for one of the three NV ensemble diamond
samples studied in this work (½N� ¼ 0.75 ppm, sample B)
to quantify the length scale and magnitude of strain
inhomogeneity [Fig. 1(c)]. From this analysis, we estimate
an average strain gradient Mz=L ≈ 2.8 kHz=μm, which, as
we show below, is in good agreement with the observed
SQ T�

2 in our samples.

B. Spin-bath driving

To mitigate NV spin dephasing due to the spin bath, we
drive the bath electronic spins [32,33] using resonant radio-
frequency (rf) radiation. In Fig. 1(d), we display the spin
resonance spectrum of a nitrogen-rich diamond sample
(½N� ¼ 0.75 ppm, sample B), recorded via the NV DEER
technique [45] in the frequency range 100–500 MHz (see
Supplemental Material Sec. IX [28]). The data reveal six
distinct spectral peaks attributed to 14N substitutional
defects in the diamond lattice. The resonance peaks have
an approximate amplitude ratio of 1∶3∶1∶3∶3∶1, resulting
from the four crystallographic Jahn-Teller orientations of
the nitrogen defects at two possible angles with respect to an
applied bias magnetic field (Bz ¼ 8.5 mT, aligned along the
[111]-axis), as well as three hyperfine states [46–48] (see
Supplemental Material Sec. IX [28] for details). Additional
smaller peaks i and ii are attributed to dipole-forbidden
nitrogen spin transitions and other electronic dark spins [49].
In pulsed spin-bath driving [32], a multifrequency rf

π-pulse is applied to each of the bath spin resonances
midway through the NV Ramsey sequence, decoupling the
bath from the NV sensor spins in analogy to a refocusing
π-pulse in a spin echo sequence [25]. Alternatively, the bath
spins can be driven with continuous wave (cw) [32,33]. In
this case, the Rabi drive strength ΩBath at each bath spin
resonance frequency must significantly exceed the charac-
teristic coupling strength γ between the bath spins and NV
centers, i.e., ΩBath=γ ≫ 1, to achieve effective decoupling.
Under this condition, the bath spins undergo many Rabi
oscillations during the characteristic dipolar interaction
time 1=γ. As a result, the dipolar interaction with the bath
is incoherently averaged and the NV spin dephasing time
increases.

II. RESULTS

We studied three diamond samples with increasing
nitrogen concentrations that are summarized in Table I.
Samples A (½N�≲ 0.05 ppm) and B (½N� ¼ 0.75 ppm) each
consist of a 14N-doped, approximately 100-μm-thick
chemical-vapor-deposition (CVD) layer (99.99% 12C)
deposited on top of a diamond substrate. Sample C
(½N� ¼ 10 ppm) possesses a 40-μm-thick, 15N-doped CVD
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layer (99.95% 12C) on a diamond substrate. For all three
samples, the nitrogen-limited NV dephasing times can be
estimated from the average dipolar interaction strength
between electronic spins giving T�

2;NV-N ≈ 350, 23, and
2 μs for samples A, B, and C, respectively. Analysis and
measurements suggest that the 13C nuclear spin-bath limit
to T�

2 is approximately 100 μs for samples A and B and
approximately 20 μs for sample C (for details, see
Supplemental Material Sec. V [28]). All samples are
unirradiated and the N-to-NV conversion efficiency is
≲1%. Contributions from NV-NV dipolar interactions to
T�
2 can, therefore, be neglected. The parameter regime

covered by samples A, B, and C was chosen to best
illustrate the efficacy of DQ coherence magnetometry and
spin-bath driving.
We measured T�

2 values in the SQ and DQ bases, denoted
T�
2;SQ and T�

2;DQ from here on, by performing a single- or
two-tone π=2 − τ − π=2 Ramsey sequence, respectively
(see the inset in Fig. 2). In both instances, the observed
Ramsey signal exhibits a characteristic stretched exponen-
tial decay envelope that is modulated by the frequency
detunings of the applied NV drive(s) from the NV hyper-
fine transitions. We fit the data to the expression
C0 exp ½−ðτ=T�

2Þp�
P

i cos½2πfiðτ − τ0;iÞ�, where the free
parameters in the fit are the maximal contrast C0 at
τ ¼ 0, dephasing time T�

2, stretched exponential parameter
p, time offsets τ0;i, and (up to) three frequencies fi from the
NV hyperfine splittings. The p value provides a phenom-
enological description of the decay envelope, which
depends on the specific noise sources in the spin bath,
as well as the distribution of individual resonance lines
within the NV ensemble. For a purely magnetic-noise-
limited spin bath, the NVensemble decay envelope exhibits
simple exponential decay (p ¼ 1) [50,51], whereas a
noninteger p-value (p ≠ 1) suggests magnetic and/or
strain-gradient-limited NV spin ensemble dephasing.

A. Strain-dominated dephasing (Sample A:
Low nitrogen density regime)

Experiments on sample A (½N� ≲ 0.05 ppm, 14N) probed
the low nitrogen density regime. In different regions of this
diamond, the measured SQ Ramsey dephasing time varies

between T�
2;SQ ≃ 5 and 12 μs, with 1 < p < 2. Strikingly,

even the longest measured T�
2;SQ is approximately 30×

shorter than the calculated T�
2;NV-N given by the nitrogen

concentration of the sample (≳ 350 μs; see Table I) and is
approximately 10× smaller than the expected SQ limit due
to 0.01% 13C spins (≃ 100 μs). This discrepancy indicates
that dipolar broadening due to paramagnetic spins is not the
dominant NV dephasing mechanism. Indeed, the spatial

TABLE I. Characteristics of samples A, B, and C. The estimated values T�;est
2 are calculated using the contributions of 13C and nitrogen

spins as described in the main text. Reasonable agreement is found between the estimated T�;est
2;NV−ð13CþNÞ and twice the measured T�;meas

2;DQ ,

consistent with the twice faster dephasing in the DQ basis. Values listed with a ∼ symbol are order-of-magnitude estimates. For all
samples, ½NV� ≪ ½N� and NV contributions to T�

2 can be neglected (1 ppm ¼ 1.76 × 1017cm−3).

Sample
[N]

(ppm) 13C (%)
[NV]
(cm−3)

Tmeas
2

ðμsÞ
T�;meas
2;SQ

ðμsÞ
T�;meas
2;DQ

ðμsÞ
T�;est
2;NV-N

ðμsÞ
T�;est
2;NV−13C

ðμsÞ
T�;est
2;NV−ð13CþNÞ

ðμsÞ
dMmeas

z =dL
ðMHz=μmÞ

A ≲0.05 0.01 ∼3 × 1012 ≳630 5–12 34(2) 350 100 78 n/a
B 0.75 0.01 ∼1014 250–300 1–10 6.9(5) 23 100 19 0.0028
C 10 0.05 ∼6 × 1015 15–18 0.3–1.2 0.60(2) 2 20 2 n/a

FIG. 2. NV Ramsey measurements for a low nitrogen density
sample (sample A, ½N� ≲ 0.05 ppm) at an applied bias magnetic
field of B0 ¼ 2.2 mT. Comparison of time-domain data and
resulting fit values for the NV spin ensemble T�

2 for the single
quantum (SQ) coherence, f0;þ1g (blue, upper) and the double
quantum (DQ) coherence, fþ1;−1g (black, lower). Upper inset:
Illustration of DQ Ramsey protocol with two-tone microwave
(mw) pulses, where ÛS¼1ðπ=2Þ is the spin-1 unitary evolution
operator [31]. For SQ measurements, a single-tone mw pulse is
applied instead to generate the pseudo-spin-1=2 unitary evolution
operator ÛS¼1=2ðπ=2Þ. Lower inset: Discrete Fourier transform of
the SQ (solid blue) and DQ (dashed black) Ramsey measure-
ments with a mw drive detuned 0.4 MHz from the f0;�1g
transitions. NV sensor spins accumulate phase twice as quickly in
the DQ basis as in the SQ basis.
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variation in T�
2;SQ and low concentration of nitrogen and 13C

spins suggest that crystal lattice strain inhomogeneity is the
main source of NV spin ensemble dephasing in this sample.
For the measured NV ensemble volume (approximately
104 μm3) and the reference strain gradient [Fig. 1(c)], we
estimate a strain-gradient-limited dephasing time of
approximately 6 μs, in reasonable agreement with the
observed T�

2;SQ. Measurements in the DQ basis at moderate
bias magnetic fields are to first order strain insensitive
and, therefore, provide a means to eliminate the dominant
contribution of strain to NV spin ensemble dephasing.
Figure 2 shows data for T�

2 in both the SQ and DQ bases for
an example region of sample A with SQ dephasing time
T�
2;SQ ¼ 5.8ð2Þ μs and p ¼ 1.7ð2Þ. For these measure-

ments, we applied a small 2.2-mT bias field parallel to
one NV axis (misalignment angle < 3°) to lift the j � 1i
degeneracy, and we optimized the magnet geometry to
reduce magnetic-field gradients over the sensing volume
(see Supplemental Material Sec. VI [28]). In the DQ basis,
we find T�

2;DQ ¼ 34ð2Þ μs with p ¼ 1.0ð1Þ, which is
approximately a 6× improvement over the measured T�

2

in the SQ basis. We observed similar T�
2 improvements in

the DQ basis in other regions of this diamond. Our results
suggest that in the low nitrogen density regime, dipolar
interactions with the 13C nuclear spin bath are the primary
decoherence mechanism when DQ basis measurements
are employed to remove strain and temperature effects.
Specifically, the measured T�

2;DQ and p values in sample A
are consistent with the combined effect of NV dipolar
interactions with (i) the 0.01% concentration of 13C nuclear
spins (T�

2;N-13C=2 ≃ 50 μs) and (ii) residual nitrogen

spins ½N� ∼ 0.05 ppm, with an estimated net effect of
T�
2;DQ ≃ 39 μs. Diamond samples with greater isotopic

purity ð12C > 99.99%Þ would likely yield further enhance-
ments in T�

2;DQ.

B. Strain- and dipolar-dominated dephasing (Sample B:
Intermediate nitrogen density regime)

Although sample B (½N� ¼ 0.75 ppm, 14N) contains
more than an order of magnitude higher nitrogen spin
concentration than sample A (½N� ≲ 0.05 ppm), we
observed SQ Ramsey dephasing times T�

2;SQ ≃ 1–10 μs
in different regions of sample B, which are similar to the
results from sample A. We conclude that strain inhomo-
geneities are also a significant contributor to NV spin
ensemble dephasing in sample B. Comparative measure-
ments of T�

2 in both the SQ and DQ bases yield a more
moderate increase in T�

2;DQ for sample B than for sample A.
Example Ramsey measurements of sample B are displayed
in Fig. 3, showing T�

2;SQ ¼ 1.80ð6Þ μs in the SQ basis,
increasing to T�

2;DQ ¼ 6.9ð5Þ μs in the DQ basis, approx-
imately a 4× extension. The observed T�

2;DQ in sample B
approaches the expected limit set by dipolar coupling of

NV spins to residual nitrogen spins in the diamond
(T�

2;N-NV=2 ≃ 12 μs), but it is still well below the expected
DQ limit due to 0.01% 13C nuclear spins (≃ 50 μs).
Measuring NV Ramsey decay in both the SQ and DQ

bases while driving the nitrogen spins, either via applica-
tion of cw or pulsed rf fields [32,33], is effective in
revealing the electronic spin-bath contribution to NV
ensemble dephasing. With continuous drive fields of
Rabi frequency ΩN ¼ 2 MHz applied to nitrogen spin
resonances 1–6, i, and ii [see Fig. 1(d)], we find that
T�
2;SQþDrive ¼ 1.94ð6Þ μs, which only marginally exceeds

T�
2;SQ ¼ 1.80ð6Þ μs. This result is consistent with NV

ensemble SQ dephasing being dominated by strain gra-
dients in sample B, rendering spin-bath driving ineffective
in the SQ basis. In contrast, DQ Ramsey measurements
exhibit a significant additional increase in T�

2 when the bath
drive is applied, improving from T�

2;DQ ¼ 6.9ð5Þ μs to
T�
2;DQþDrive ¼ 29.2ð7Þ μs. This approximately 16× improve-

ment overT�
2;SQ confirms that, for sampleBwithout spin-bath

drive, dipolar interactions with the nitrogen spin bath are the
dominant mechanism of NV spin ensemble dephasing in the
DQ basis. Note that the NV dephasing time for sample B
with DQ plus spin-bath drive is only slightly below that for

FIG. 3. NV Ramsey measurements for an intermediate nitrogen
density sample (sample B, ½N� ¼ 0.75 ppm) at an applied bias
magnetic field of B0 ¼ 8.5 mT. Comparison of time-domain data
and resulting fit values for the NV spin ensemble T�

2 for the SQ
coherence f0;þ1g (blue, first from top); the SQ coherence with
spin-bath drive (blue, second from top); the DQ coherence with
no drive (black, third from top); and the DQ coherence with spin-
bath drive (black, fourth from top). There is a 16.2× improvement
of T�

2 with spin-bath drive when the DQ coherence is used for
sensing compared to SQ with no drive. Inset: Two-tone NV
Ramsey protocol with an applied spin-bath drive resonant with
nitrogen spins.
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sample Awith DQ alone (approximately 34 μs). We attribute
this T�

2 limit in sample B primarily to NV dipolar interactions
with 0.01% 13C nuclear spins. There is also an additional
small contribution from magnetic-field gradients over the
detection volume (approximately 104 μm3) due to the four
times larger applied bias field (B0 ¼ 8.5 mT) relative to
sampleA,whichwas used in sampleB to resolve the nitrogen
ESR spectral features (see Supplemental Material Tables S3
and S4 [28]). We obtained similar extensions of T�

2 using
pulsed driving of the nitrogen bath spins (see Supplemental
Material Sec. X [28]).
We also characterized the efficacy of cw spin-bath

driving for increasing T�
2 in both the SQ and DQ bases

[see Fig. 4(a)]. While T�
2;SQ remains approximately con-

stant with varying Rabi drive frequency ΩN, T�
2;DQ exhibits

an initial rapid increase and saturates at T�
2;DQ ≈ 27 μs

for ΩN ≳ 1 MHz (only resonances 1–6 are driven here). To
explain the observed trend, we introduce a model that
distinguishes between (i) NV spin ensemble dephasing due
to nitrogen bath spins, which depends upon bath drive
strength ΩN, and (ii) dephasing from drive-independent
sources (including strain and 13C spins),

1=T�
2 ¼ 1=T�

2;NV-NðΩNÞ þ 1=T�
2;other: ð4Þ

Taking the coherent dynamics of the bath drive into account
(see Supplemental Material Sec. VIII [28]), the data are
well described by the functional form

1=T�
2;NV-NðΩNÞ ¼ Δm × γNV-N

δ2N
δ2N þΩ2

N
; ð5Þ

where Δm ¼ 1ð2Þ is the change in spin quantum number
in the SQ (DQ) basis and δN ¼ γN=2π is the Lorentzian
linewidth (half width at half maximum) of the nitrogen
spin resonances measured through DEER ESR [Fig. 1(d)].
Although we find that NV and nitrogen spins have
comparable T�

2 (γNV-N ≈ γN, see Supplemental Material
Sec. XI [28]), the effective linewidth δN relevant for bath
driving is increased due to imperfect overlap of the nitrogen
spin resonances caused by a small misalignment angle of
the applied bias magnetic field.
Using the NV-N dipolar estimate for sample B,

γNV-N ≈ 2π × 7 kHz, δN ≈ 80 kHz extracted from DEER
measurements (Supplemental Material Sec. XI [28]), and a
saturation value of T�

2;other ≈ 27 μs, we combine Eqs. (4)
and (5) and plot the calculated T�

2 as a function of ΩN in
Fig. 4(a) (black, dashed line). The good agreement between
the model and our data in the DQ basis suggests that
Eqs. (4) and (5) capture the dependence of T�

2 on drive field
magnitude (i.e., Rabi frequency). Alternatively, we fit the
model to the DQ data (red, solid line) and extract γfitNV-N ¼
2π × 9.3ð2Þ kHz and δfitN ¼ 60ð3Þ kHz, in reasonable
agreement with our estimated parameters. In summary,

the results from sample B show that the combination of
spin-bath driving and sensing in the DQ basis suppresses
inhomogeneous NV ensemble dephasing due to both
interactions with the nitrogen spin bath and strain gradients.
Similar to sample A, further enhancement in T�

2 could be
achieved with improved isotopic purity, as well as reduced
magnetic gradients due to the applied magnetic bias field.

C. Dipolar-dominated dephasing (Sample C:
High nitrogen density regime)

Spin-bath driving results for sample C (½N� ¼ 10 ppm,
15N) are shown in Fig. 4(b). At this high nitrogen density,
interactions with the nitrogen bath dominate NV spin
ensemble dephasing, and T�

2;SQ and T�
2;DQ both exhibit a

clear dependence on spin-bath drive strength ΩN. With no
drive (ΩN ¼ 0), we measured T�

2;DQ ≈ T�
2;SQ=2, in agree-

ment with dephasing dominated by a paramagnetic spin
environment and the twice higher precession rate in the DQ
basis [30,31,52]. Note that this result is in contrast to the
observed DQ basis enhancement of T�

2 at lower nitrogen
density for samples A and B (Figs. 2 and 3). We also find
that T�

2 in sample C increases more rapidly as a function of
spin-bath drive amplitude in the DQ basis than in the SQ
basis, such that T�

2;DQ surpasses T�
2;SQ with sufficient spin-

bath drive strength. We attribute the T�
2 limit in the SQ basis

(≃1.8 μs) to strain inhomogeneities in this sample, whereas
the longest observed T�

2 in the DQ basis (≃3.4 μs) is in
agreement with dephasing due to the 0.05% 13C and 0.5 ppm
residual 14N spin impurities. The latter were incorporated
during growth of this 15N sample (see SupplementalMaterial
Table S5 [28]).
In Fig. 4(c), we plot T�

2;NV-N ≡ 2 × T�
2;DQ versus sample

nitrogen concentration [N] to account for the twice faster
dephasing of the DQ coherence. To improve the range of
[N] coverage, we include DQ data for additional diamonds,
samples D (½N� ¼ 3 ppm) and E (½N� ¼ 48 ppm). To
our knowledge, the dependence of the NV spin ensemble
dephasing time on [N] has not previously been experimen-
tally reported. Fitting the data to the function 1=T�

2;NV-N ¼
ANV-N · ½N� (red shaded region), we find the characteristic
NV-N interaction strength for NV ensembles to be ANV-N ¼
2π × 16.6ð2.6Þ kHz=ppm [1=ANV-N ¼ 9.6ð1.8Þμs · ppm] in
the SQ sub-basis. This value is about 1.8× larger than the
dipolar-estimate γe−e ¼ 2π × 9.1 kHz=ppm (black dashed-
dotted line), which is used above in estimates of NV
dephasing due to the nitrogen spin bath. We also performed
numerical spin-bath simulations for the NV-N spin system
and determined the second moment of the dipolar-broadened
single NV ESR linewidth [50] [Chaps. III and IV]. By
simulating 104 random spin-bath configurations, we extract
the ensemble-averaged dephasing time from the distribution
of the single NV linewidths [51]. The results of this
simulation (black dashed line) are in excellent agreement
with the experiment and confirm the validity of our obtained
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scaling for T�
2;NV-NðNÞ. Additional details of the simulation

are provided in Ref. [53].

D. Ramsey dc magnetic-field sensing

We demonstrated that combining the two quantum control
techniques can greatly improve the sensitivity of Ramsey dc

magnetometry. Figure 4(d) compares the accumulated phase
for SQ, DQ, and DQ plus spin-bath drive measurements
of a tunable static magnetic field of amplitude Bdc, for
sample B. Sweeping Bdc leads to a characteristic observed
oscillation of the Ramsey signal S ∝ C sinðϕÞ, where C ¼
C0 exp½−ðτ=T�

2Þp� is the measurement contrast and ϕ ¼
Δm × γNVBdcτ is the accumulated phase during the free

(a) (c)

(b) (d)

FIG. 4. Application of quantum control techniques to extend NV spin ensemble dephasing time (T�
2) and increase dc magnetic-field

sensitivity. (a) Ramsey measurements of T�
2 in the single quantum (SQ, blue) and double quantum (DQ, black) bases for different spin-

bath drive strengths (Rabi frequencies) for sample B (½N� ¼ 0.75 ppm) at B0 ¼ 8.5 mT. The black dashed-dotted line is calculated from
a model of NV spins that are dipolar coupled to a multicomponent spin bath [Eq. (4)]. The red solid line is a fit of the model to the T�

2

data (see main text for details). (b) Same as (a) but for sample C (½N� ¼ 10 ppm) and B0 ¼ 10.3 mT. (c) Measured T�
2;NV-N ≡ 2 × T�

2;DQ

as a function of nitrogen concentration for samples B, C, D, E. Samples were selected to have a predominately electronic nitrogen (P1)
spin bath using DEER ESR measurements. The black dashed-dotted line is the dipolar-interaction-estimated dependence of T�

2

on nitrogen concentration (Supplemental Material Sec. V [28]). We fit the data using an orthogonal-distance-regression routine to
account for the uncertainties in [N] and T�

2. A fit to the form 1=T�
2 ¼ ANV-N½N� yields AN-NV ¼ 2π × 16.6ð2.6Þ kHz=ppm

[1=ANV-N ¼ 9.6ð1.8Þ μs · ppm]. The red shaded region indicates the 95% standard error of the fit value for ANV-N. The black dashed
line is the expected scaling extracted from numerical simulations using a second-moment analysis of the NV ensemble ESR linewidth
(see text for details). (d) Measured Ramsey dc magnetometry signal S ∝ C sin½ϕðτÞ� for sample B, in the SQ and DQ bases, as well as the
DQ sub-basis with spin-bath drive (see main text for details). There is a 36× faster oscillation in the DQ sub-basis with spin-bath drive
compared to SQ with no drive. This greatly enhanced dc magnetic-field sensitivity is a direct result of the extended T�

2, with the
sensitivity enhancement given by 2 ×

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
τDQþDrive=τSQ

p
at equal contrast. The slight decrease in observed contrast in the DQþ drive case

for jBdcj > 0.05 mT is a result of changes in the Zeeman resonance frequencies of the nitrogen spins due to the applied test field Bdc,
which was not corrected for in these measurements.
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precession interval τ ≈ T�
2. Choosing τSQ ¼ 1.308 μs and

τDQþDrive ¼ 23.99 μs (see Supplemental Material Sec. XII
[28]), we find a 36.3ð1.9Þ× faster oscillation period (at equal
measurement contrast) when DQ and spin-bath driving are
both employed, compared to a SQ measurement. This
enhancement in phase accumulation, and hence dc mag-
netic-field sensitivity, agrees well with the expected
improvement (2 × τDQþDrive=τSQ ¼ 36.7).

III. DISCUSSION

Our results (i) characterize the dominant spin dephasing
mechanisms for NVensembles in bulk diamond (strain and
interactions with the paramagnetic spin bath) and (ii) dem-
onstrate that the combination of DQ magnetometry and
spin-bath driving can greatly extend the NV spin ensemble
T�
2. For example, in sample B we find that these quantum

control techniques, when combined, provide a 16.2×
improvement in T�

2. Operation in the DQ basis protects
against common-mode inhomogeneities and enables an
extension of T�

2 for samples with ½N� ≲ 1 ppm. In such
samples, strain inhomogeneities are found to be the main
causes of NV spin ensemble dephasing. In samples with
higher N concentration (½N�≳ 1 ppm), spin-bath driving in
combination with DQ sensing provides an increase of the
NVensemble T�

2 by decoupling paramagnetic nitrogen and
other electronic dark spins from the NV spins. Our results
suggest that quantum control techniques may allow the NV
ensemble T�

2 to approach the bare Hahn echo coherence
time T2. Note that spin-bath driving may also be used to
enhance the NV ensemble T2 in Hahn echo, dynamical
decoupling [25,26], and spectral decomposition experi-
mental protocols [54].
Furthermore, we showed that the combination of DQ

magnetometry and spin-bath driving allows improved dc
Ramsey magnetic-field sensing. The relative enhancement
in photon-shot-noise-limited sensitivity (neglecting exper-
imental overhead time) is quantified by 2 ×

ffiffiffi
ζ

p
, where

the factor of two accounts for the enhanced gyromagnetic
ratio in the DQ basis and ζ≡ T�

2;DQ=T
�
2;SQ is the ratio of

maximally achieved T�
2 in the DQ basis (with spin-bath

drive when advantageous) and nondriven T�
2 in the SQ

basis. For samples A, B, and C, we calculate 2 ×
ffiffiffi
ζ

p ¼
5.2×, 8.1×, and 3.9×, respectively, using our experimental
values. In practice, increasing T�

2 also decreases the frac-
tional overhead time associated with NVoptical initialization
and readout, resulting in even greater dc magnetic-field
sensitivity improvements and an approximately linear sen-
sitivity enhancement with ζ (see Supplemental Material
Sec. XII [28]). We expect that these quantum control
techniques will remain effective when integrated with other
approaches to optimize NV ensemble magnetic-field sensi-
tivity, such as high laser power and good N-to-NV con-
version efficiency. In particular, conversion efficiencies of
1–30% have been reported for NV ensemble measurements

[13,21,23,55], such that the nitrogen spin bath continues to
be a relevant spin dephasing mechanism.
There are multiple avenues for further improvement in

NV ensemble T�
2 and dc magnetic-field sensitivity, beyond

the gains demonstrated in this work. First, the 13C limitation
to T�

2, observed for all samples, can be mitigated via
improved isotopic purity (½12C� > 99.99%) or possibly
through driving of the nuclear spin bath [56]. Second,
more efficient rf delivery will enable faster spin-bath
driving (higher Rabi drive frequency ΩN), which will be
critical for decoupling denser nitrogen baths and thereby
extending T�

2 ∝ Ω2
N=δ

2
N ∝ Ω2

N=½N�2 [see Eq. (5)]. Third,
short NVensemble T�

2 times have so far prevented effective
utilization of more exotic readout techniques, e.g., involv-
ing quantum logic [57–59] or spin-to-charge conversion
[60,61]. Such methods offer greatly improved NV spin-
state readout fidelity but introduce substantial overhead
time, typically requiring tens to hundreds of microseconds
per readout operation. The NV spin ensemble dephasing
times demonstrated in this work (T�

2 ≳ 20 μs) may allow
effective application of these readout schemes, which only
offer sensitivity improvements when the sequence sensing
time (set by T�

2 for dc sensing) is comparable to the added
overhead time. We note that the NV ensemble T�

2 values
obtained in this work are the longest for any electronic
solid-state spin system at room temperature (see compari-
son in Fig. S2) suggesting that state-of-the-art dc magnetic-
field sensitivity [13,62] may be increased to approximately
100 fT=

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Hz

p
for optimized NV ensembles in a diamond

sensing volume ∼ð100 μmÞ3 (see discussion on NVensem-
ble dc magnetic-field sensitivity optimization in Ref. [13]).
In conclusion, DQ magnetometry in combination with
spin-bath driving allows for an order-of-magnitude increase
in the NVensemble T�

2 in diamond, providing a clear path to
ultrahigh-sensitivity dc magnetometry with NV ensemble
coherence times approaching T2.
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